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GSConsult a.s

Your specialist in Disc Couplings
GSConsult a.s. have for many years supplied the Norwegian Oil & Gas  
Industry with their high quality couplings. 
As Exclusive distributor of Bibby Turboflex, TB Wood’s and Ameridrives, 
the industry-leading brands of Altra Couplings that have been providing 
innovative coupling solutions to meet the requirements for a broad variety 
of applications spanning many industries. Highly engineered Altra coupling 
products represent the latest in coupling technology, featuring superior 
design and exceptional quality to ensure long-lasting performance in all 
types of environments.
Typical Applications is all Engine Driven Equipment

Bibby Transmissions Ltd couplings are specifically designed for the process pump and 
general industrial markets. Torsiflex is an all-metal disc coupling requiring no lubrication 
which incorporates a plug-in feature to allow installation and removal without disturbing the 
pump alignment. Standard units are compliant with API 610 (American Petroleum Institute) 
and the more demanding API 671 standard can be achieved.
In addition, the coupling is certified to meet ATEX 94/9/EC.

Bibbigard safety element torque limiters incorporate a number of safety element modules 
of a specific size mounted between two flanges and preset to release at a specified torque 
value in order to protect the drive system from expensive damage and lost production. They 
can be used with various types of drive medium many of which are available from Altra 
 Industrial  Motion. Bibbigard has been successfully utilized in many different industries 
where, subject to space availability, the release torque capacity is virtually unlimited.

Bibby Gear Couplings have been proved over many years of use  internationally, in all kinds 
of industrial environments. This reliability has been achieved by our attention to detail in 
design, applications expertise and stringent quality control.

TB Wood’s is an industry leading designer and manufacturer of mechanical power 
 transmission equipment for industrial control. Our mechanical  product lines include: clutch 
and brake, synchronous and belted variable speed drives; grid, disk, jaw, gear coupling and 
elastomeric coupling products; sheaves and bushings. Registered trademarks include  
Sure-Flex®, Dura-Flex® Form-Flex®, G-Flex® and QT Bushing®.

Ameridrives couplings offers a complete line of Coupling Products  including Amerigear 
gear couplings and spindles, Ameriflex diaphragm couplings, Ameridisc high performance 
disc couplings and universal joints. Ameridrives Couplings is your single source for all your 
drive applications.
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